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GUIDELINES FOR CLEARINGHOUSE FACT SHEET AUTHORS

The New Jersey Alcohol/Drug Resource Center and Clearinghouse Fact Sheet Series is a project designed to disseminate factual information on current alcohol, tobacco, and other drug issues in a brief, single-page format to the various agencies and institutions served by the Clearinghouse. The fact sheets are designed to be duplicated and distributed, or used as an informational resource. They are copyrighted and include a statement of permission for duplication without alteration for educational use. The fact sheets follow the style described in the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (APA), 3rd Edition. Reference for this publication is ISBN 0-912704-57-8.

General Guidelines:

- Text submitted should be from 1000 to 1500 words in length and should be submitted in APA style. Text will be edited for errors, design, typefitting, and general style per the APA style manual.

- Any graphics the author may wish to include should be submitted along with the text in the form of black and white photos or clean, camera-ready art. The preferred format for photos is 5" X 7", with 8" X 10" the maximum size our office technology can accommodate. We do not include photos of authors.

- A brief note about each author is included in the format, so we ask that a short statement describing position, title, and degree be included.

- Please include a minimum of four references for the “References” section of the fact sheet and a minimum of four references for the “Readings for Further Information” section.

- The language of the fact sheet should, to the greatest extent possible, be appropriate for the intended audience of professional and para-professional treatment and education personnel and the general public.

- References to organizations normally using an acronym for their name should first be made by giving the full name of the organization, with the acronym following in parentheses. All subsequent references to that organization should be made using the acronym. Ex: The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA).

- Numerical references other than monetary amounts should be written out (e.g. “five” rather than “5”).

- Monetary amounts should be written using the appropriate symbol followed by the number (e.g. $100).

Content Guidelines—In general, facts sheets should cover all or most of the following aspects of the topic:

- A brief explanation and description of the topic.

- A brief historical examination of the topic.

- A discussion of legal, social, personal, or family implications or penalties related to the topic.

- A discussion of research findings, treatment options, or other available assistance related to the topic.

These content guidelines are intended to provide only a suggested listing of items to be included. The order, emphasis, and opinions are, of course, left up to the author.

For questions or further information, contact: Judy Shepps Battle, M.A., Coordinator  
The New Jersey Alcohol/Drug Resource Center and Clearinghouse  
Smithers Hall-Busch Campus, Rutgers University  
Piscataway NJ 08855-0969  
Tel. (908) 932-0787  FAX (908) 932-0790